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Abstract 

In this master thesis, the formant frequencies of an excellent male Swedish barbershop 

quartet were examined. The choice of topic was based on several factors that ought to 

make the tuning of the formant frequencies extremely important in the strive for the 

characteristic barbershop sound. The quartet was recorded, singing parts of the song 

‘Paper Moon’. In the recordings, each singer had an individual microphone taped on his 

nose, and apart from recordings when the quartet sang altogether, each singer was also 

recorded alone, singing his voice (part), and reading the lyrics. All recordings were made 

three times. 

 

The examined material, that turned out to be used, was the first four formants of the 

vowels, ‘to’ (/u/), ‘be’ (/i/), and ‘divine’ (/a/), and the progression of the formants in the 

extended fermata, that ended the song (referred to as the song’s ‘tag’). The determination 

of the formant frequencies was made by filtering of a short time interval of the sound file 

of interest, with filters that corresponded to the inverses of the formants. The formant 

frequencies could then be determined with good accuracy, by tuning the formants’ 

frequency and bandwidth so that the inverse filtered signal looked like a realistic 

waveform of the transglottal airflow. 

 

Some problems and sources of error in the study were: 

• The falsetto singing, performed by the tenor. This made the shape of the 

transglottal airflow waveform anonymous and, hence, impossible to identify, 

when carrying out the inverse filtering. The tenor’s formants could therefore only 

be determined for the vowel ‘to’ (which was not sung in falsetto). 

• Nasality. The transglottal airflow waveform became buckled when the singers 

sang in a nasal manner. This deteriorated the accuracy of the determination of the 

formant frequencies. 

• Leakage of sound from the singers’ to the other singers’ microphones (crosstalk). 

In the vowels ‘be’, and ‘divine’ the baritone’s recording was affected by leakage, 

which again deteriorated the accuracy of the determination of the formant 

frequencies. In the tag, the bass’s recording was affected by leakage. 
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The accuracy in the determination of the formant frequencies had an approximate 

standard deviation of 2.2 % of the measured value.  

 

The results of the study strongly indicated that the singers strived to separate their own 

formants from the others. Since the intonation in barbershop singing is of extreme 

importance, it is likely that the singers spread their formants in order to hear themselves 

better, which facilitates intonation. Another reason for the spread may have been an effort 

by the singers to ‘expand’ the sound. 

 

In the tag, half of the measured formant frequencies were on, or very close to, a partial of 

the current singer. Among the other half of the formants, some were fairly close to a 

partial, and for some there appeared to be a particular reason why they could not be close 

to a partial. Hence, the conclusion was that the singers tuned their formants close to their 

own partials in order to enhance the ‘lock-and-ring’ effect. Further, it was likely to 

assume that the spreading of the formants was of higher priority than the tuning the 

formants on partials. 

 

Sammanfattning 

I detta examensarbete studerades formantfrekvenserna hos en framstående svensk 

barbershopkvartett. Valet av ämne gjordes med anledning av att intonationen av 

formanternas frekvenser borde vara en extremt viktig faktor för att uppnå den 

karaktäristiska barbershopklangen. Under inspelningen sjöng kvartetten delar av sången 

”Paper Moon”, och sångarna spelades in med individuella mikrofoner, som var fästa på 

respektive sångares nästipp. Förutom att sångarna spelades in när de sjöng tillsammans, 

spelades de även in individuellt. I dessa inspelningar fick varje sångare sjunga sin 

stämma och läsa upp sångtexten. Alla inspelningar gjordes tre gånger. 

 

Materialet som i slutändan kom att användas var de fyra första formanterna i vokalerna, 

”to” (/u/), ”be” (/i/) och ”divine” (/a/), och progressionen av formanterna i den utdragna 

fermat som utgjorde slutet på sången (benämnt som sångens ’tag’). Formantfrekvenserna 
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bestämdes genom att filtrera den aktuella ljudfilen med filter som motsvarade inverser av 

formanter. Genom att sedan ställa in formanternas frekvens och bandbredd så att den 

inversfiltrerade signalen fick utseendet av en transglottal flödesvågform kunde 

formantfrekvenserna bestämmas med god noggrannhet. 

 

Nedan följer några av studiens problem och felkällor: 

• Tenoren sjöng för det mesta i falsett, vilket gjorde formen på hans transglottala 

flödesvåg blev så anonym att den var omöjlig att identifiera vid inversfiltreringen. 

Tenorens formanter kunde därför bara bestämmas för vokalen ”to”, då det var den 

enda undersökta vokalen som han inte sjöng i falsett. 

• När sångarna sjöng nasalt blev den transglottala flödesvågformen bucklig, vilket 

gjorde att noggrannheten i bestämmandet av formantfrekvenserna blev något 

försämrad. 

• Ljud läckte från sångarna, in i varandras mikrofoner. Detta läckage gjorde att 

noggrannheten i bestämmandet av formantfrekvenser för barytonen blev något 

försämrad i vokalerna ‘be’, och ‘divine’. Vidare var basens inspelning i tagen 

påverkad av läckage.  

Noggrannheten i bestämningen av formantfrekvenserna hade den approximativa 

standardavvikelsen av 2.2 % av det uppmätta värdet. 

 

Studiens resultat visade en kraftig indikation på att sångarna försökte separera sina egna 

formanter från de andras. Eftersom precis intonation är extremt viktigt i barbershop är det 

troligt att sångarna gjorde detta för att höra sig själva bättre. Att höra sig själv underlättar 

nämligen intonationen. En annan anledning till de separerade formanterna kan ha varit ett 

försök av sångarna att ’expandera’ ljudet. 

 

I tagen var hälften av de uppmätta formanterna på eller mycket nära en av den aktuella 

sångarens deltoner. Av de övriga formanterna var vissa ganska nära en delton, och för 

vissa verkade det finnas en anledning till varför de inte kunde ligga nära en delton. Därav 

blev slutsatsen att sångarna försökte placera sina formanter nära deltoner för att förstärka 
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‘lock-and-ring’-effekten. Vidare kunde slutsatsen dras att sångarna prioriterade 

separationen av formanter högre än placeringen av formanter på deltoner. 
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Introduction 

Barbershop singing is an a cappella performed music style that originates from the USA. 

It is always sung in four voices and can be performed by quartets or choirs, male or 

female (but not mixed). In this study, the formant frequencies of the male Swedish 

quartet Absolut, ranked as the 33rd best quartet in the world 2004, were examined. 

 

The barbershop sound 

Barbershop singing has a characteristic sound that differs a lot from most other a cappella 

repertoire. A major reason for this is that it is common to compete in barbershop singing, 

and the rules for the how the music is to be arranged and performed in these competitions 

are strict. Furthermore, the barbershop community is very conservative, and these factors 

keep the barbershop music from expanding and developing outside its strict frames. 

Instead however, barbershop singers put great effort into perfecting their singing 

according to the barbershop ideals, and to use all available means within these frames. 

 

In order to fully understand the scope of this study, it is important to know what 

fundamental parts of the barbershop arrangements and singing that create the barbershop 

sound. The following list is an overview of these parts: 

• Barbershop singing is always a cappella and always in four voices. The voices are 

called bass, baritone, lead, and tenor. The lead carries the melody part, except for 

occasional break-ins by the tenor or bass. The lead also is the strongest of the four 

voices, followed by the bass, the baritone, and, softest, the tenor. In male 

barbershop singing, the tenor sings most of his tones in falsetto. With hardly any 

exceptions, the bass is the lowest voice and the tenor the highest. The baritone 

voice winds around the lead, although generally below it. In some figures and 

tables the following abbreviations will be used: tenor – Te, lead – Le, baritone – 

Br, and bass – Bs. 

• The melody of a barbershop song should be clear and simple, and with rich 

harmonic variation. The harmonic progression of the melody should move around 

the circle of fifths (usually counter clockwise). It is unusual that a song is 
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originally written for barbershop, and the most commonly used melodies are 

Caucasian American popular tunes from the 1920th and 30th.  

• The rules for how a song is to be arranged in order to be considered barbershop 

are restricted and narrows down the alternative choices for arrangement. A 

complete list of arrangement rules can be found in [1], and analyses of their 

applications are provided in [2]. The two most significant rules are, however:  

� “The use of the classic dissonance effects of suspensions, anticipations, 

passing tones, pedal tones, escape tones, and appoggiatura is not 

consistent with prevailing barbershop style.” [2] 

� The majority of the harmonies should be dominant seventh chords 

(barbershop seventh). 

• In many types of popular cappella music, other than barbershop, it is common that 

only the singers carrying the melody are singing the lyrics. The other singers 

would then for example sing ‘ooh’, ‘aah’, ‘dum’, ‘doo’, or just a different text. In 

barbershop, however, all four voices usually sing the lyrics. This is not a rule and 

exceptions are very common, for example in upbeats sung by the lead or the bass. 

• In order to facilitate intonation and consonance, vibrato is avoided. However, 

limited and well-controlled vibrato may be used by the lead on occasions when he 

wants to sound especially expressive. 

• As opposed to choir singing, no chorus effect is strived for. Instead of trying to 

achieve the massive sound of many voices blending together, the goal for 

barbershop is rather to sound like one voice singing all four harmonies. 

• The end of a barbershop song is called the ‘tag’ and is usually some long notes, 

leading up to a final, extended major triad fermata. A very common type of tag is 

when one singer, usually the lead or the bass, holds a very long note (often lasting 

well over ten seconds), while the other singers sing a few chords before reaching 

the final fermata. The tag is usually sung in fortissimo and the singers strive to 

reach a ‘lock-and-ring’ effect by being very precise in their intonation. The term 

‘lock-and-ring’ means that some common partials become so strong that the 

listener can perceive a ‘ringing’ sound. 
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• Most barbershop songs begin with an ‘intro’, where the melody often is different 

from the rest of the song. The intro usually ends like a tag, but compared to a real 

tag it usually includes fewer chords, is not as loud, and is performed with less 

extended fermatas. 

 

Formant analysis in singing 

Formants in many types of singing have been studied in the past, but never in barbershop. 

There are however several factors that make barbershop formants particularly interesting: 

the pure settings with only four harmonies where all singers are singing the lyrics, the 

strict guidelines for getting good scores in competitions, and the great effort to achieve 

ringing chords. All these factors are likely to make the tuning of formants a central aspect 

of creating the barbershop sound. 

 

In choir singing it is usually a goal for all singers to produce a given vowel with a similar 

pronunciation. It is likely that the same is valid for barbershop singing, but it may also be 

that barbershop singers use other strategies for tuning their formants. The tuning of the 

formants in tags should be especially interesting, since the singers then have a very long 

time to adjust their formants.  

 

Previous work 

Formants in barbershop singing have never been studied in the past. The only music 

acoustical study on barbershop carried out in the past is Hagerman & Sundberg (1980) 

[3], in which the singers’ intonation in two male quartets was examined. Some main 

results of the study were that the intonation accuracy was very high, and that the singers 

tuned their intonation relative to the lead in the first place and relative to the bass in the 

second place. 

 

Fant (1960) [4], and Stevens (1997) [5], formed a theory that stated the production of a 

vowel sound. This theory said that the vibration of the vocal folds represents a sound 

source from which the sound originates. The sound then passes through the vocal tract, 

which can be modeled as a linear filter with the resonance effects of an acoustic tube, 
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formed by the pharynx, the oral cavity, and the lips. The vocal tract transfer function can 

be modeled by a set of poles that produces local peaks in the spectrum, known as 

formants. The theory also said that, at times, zeros have to be used in the transfer function 

to compensate for e.g. nasality. 

 

In 1959, Fant [6] invented a method to determine the waveform of the glottal sound 

source. The basic idea was to filter a sung or spoken signal with filters that correspond to 

the inverse of the vocal tract transfer function (i.e. the formants). If the correct inversions 

were assigned, the filtered signal would reproduce the glottal sound source waveform. In 

1973, Rothenberg [7] proposed that inverse filtering be applied to the airflow signal, 

which greatly improved the practical usefulness of the method. 

 

In 2000, the computer program ‘Decap’ was constructed by Svante Granqvist. ‘Decap’ 

uses inverse filtering to determine the transglottal airflow (the airflow through the vocal 

folds) of a sung or spoken signal, and since the inverses of the filters correspond to the 

vocal tract transfer function, ‘Decap’ can also be used to determine formant frequencies 

and bandwidths. A basic idea with ‘Decap’ to improve the accuracy in the measurements, 

is to also display the inverse filtered spectrum, which can be used as a complementary to 

the transglottal airflow sound wave to find the vocal tract transfer function. 

 

1965, Plomp and Levelt [8] presented a study concerning consonance and dissonance, 

and its relations to the critical bandwidth. They discovered that consonance is related to 

beats of adjacent partials of complex tones, and that the transition from consonance to 

dissonance is related to the ears’ critical bandwidth. They also found that since the 

critical bandwidth along a logarithmic scale is larger for low frequencies, perceptual 

dissonances appear more commonly at low pitches. 
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Methods 

Recordings 

One main recording was made, using one barbershop quartet, and another complementary 

recording was made with the lead singer from the previously recorded quartet. In all 

recordings, each singer had a directional microphone taped on his nose tip. The choice of 

putting the microphones on the nose tip was made based on tests, done by Harald Jers. In 

addition to that, an omni directional microphone was used for recording the entire 

quartet. In order to decrease sound reflections, the recordings were made in a damped 

recording studio. 

 

The main recording 

In the main recording, the singers were first recorded one by one and then altogether. All 

recordings were made three times. The singers got the starting key tone from a high 

precision pitch pipe, which they used before every common recording and before most of 

the individual recordings. 

 

Recorded one by one, each singer sang his part of a 20 seconds long intro to ‘Paper 

Moon’ and then the last 35 seconds of the same song, including the tag. The instructions 

for the singers were to sing their part as they would sing it in the ensemble. Each singer 

also read the lyrics sung in a normal speaking voice. The instructions to the singers were 

then to speak as if they were to read the text to a small crowd of people. 

 

When the quartet sang together, they were asked to sing all of ‘Paper Moon’, including 

the parts of the song that they had sung in the individual recording. The singers were 

instructed to sing as they would normally perform it (i.e. as they would perform it in a 

competition). To minimize the sound leakage between the singers’ microphones, each 

singer was placed in a corner of the studio (which was approximately rectangular with the 

dimensions 4.8 x 3.4 m). In this way, the distance between the singers was maximized. 

The singers stood so that the lead and the baritone were on the same short side of the 

room, and with the bass diagonally across the room from the lead. The quartet’s normal 

rehearsing position was to stand in a quadrate with these same positions. It was therefore 
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a good and realistic position according to them. The singers’ comments on the damped 

room acoustics were that they felt unused to it and that it was acceptable, but far from 

optimal. 

 

The complementary recording 

The complementary recording was made with only the lead singer from the examined 

quartet. He then performed the lead voice in some different tags, including the tag that he 

sang the first time. 

 

Finding the formant frequencies 

Examined material 

The primary choice of the examined material was made in an attempt to study the 

formants in all of the English vowels. The chosen vowels and the word that the vowel 

was in were /a/ (divine, love), /a/ (Barnum), /æ/ (and), /o/ (of), /u/ (to), /ε/ (tell), /i/ (be, 

reality), and /I/ (everything). The singers’ spoken, individually sung, and jointly sung 

recordings were then analyzed. For every examined vowel, material from one of the three 

repeated recordings was used, except for ‘to’, ‘be’, and ‘divine’ in which all three 

repetitions were used. The examined vowel in ‘divine’ was a fermata, in which two 

different chords were sung, and the formants were therefore measured at two different 

points in time in each recording. Furthermore, ‘love’ was the final word in the tag and the 

vowel was therefore extremely long (10.5 seconds for the lead and 5.5 seconds for the 

rest of the singers). To study the changes in formant frequencies over time in ‘love’, 

inverse filtering was then applied every 100 ms or every 50 ms if the formants changed 

more rapidly, throughout the duration of the vowel, from the beginning to the end.  

 

When analyzing the material from the joint recordings, exactly the same time points were 

used for all singers in an analyzed chord. To make the choice of a time point, a 

spectrogram for each singer was first analyzed. The optimal point was considered to be 

when all singers’ formants seemed to be stable. If the chord was not too short, a point in 

time late in the chord was chosen, since the singers then would have had more time to 
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‘tune’ their formants according to each other. Figure 1 shows the spectrogram for the 

lead’s vowel ‘to’, with the chosen point in time marked. 

 
Figure 1: Spectrogram of the lead’s vowel ‘to’. The red line indicates the chosen time point. 

 
While choosing the material to be analyzed, the ideal time point in the sung vowel was 

usually differing slightly between the singers. Therefore, priorities had to be made as to 

which singer was more important than the other. The priorities were made based on three 

pieces of information: 

• As mentioned earlier, in [3], the singers in the examined quartets tuned their 

intonation relative to the lead in the first place and relative to the bass in the 

second place. 

• The general volume balance between the singers in barbershop is usually in the 

order: lead (strongest), bass, baritone, and tenor. 

• Since the tenor does most of his singing in falsetto and at rather high pitches 

(which implies that his partials are far apart in frequency), it is hard to find his 

formant frequencies. In fact, very few vowels from the tenor’s material could be 

measured. 

The priority order was therefore: lead (first), bass, baritone, and tenor (last). 
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Inverse filtering 

To find the formant frequencies, the earlier mentioned and custom-made program 

‘Decap’ was used. Short time intervals (15 to 30 ms) of the sound signal of interest were 

inverse filtered, in order to find the formant frequencies. The determination of the 

formants was facilitated by the fact that the approximate shape of a transglottal airflow 

sound wave is known. In particular, the glottis’ closed phase was of interest, since the flat 

part of the sound wave was easily identified and often needed rather accurate tuning of 

the inverse filters to appear flat. As a complementary criterion to the waveform, the 

inverse filtered spectrum was used. The spectrum of the transglottal airflow envelope 

should show an even slope with a decay of around 12 dB per octave.  

 

In general, the waveform was used for fine adjustments of the formants, whereas the 

spectrogram was used for the rough, first choice of formant frequencies and bandwidths, 

and as a complementary to the waveform in the fine adjustments. Since all the formant 

frequencies of interest are below 6000 Hz, the sound signals were down sampled from 

44100 Hz to 14700 Hz before analysis. Screen shots of ‘Decap’ are depicted in figures 2 

and 3. 

 

Problems and sources of Error 

In the process of determining the formant frequencies, a number of problems and sources 

of error was discovered. 

 

Falsetto 

As mentioned earlier, the tenor’s falsetto singing and high pitch, made it very 

problematic to determine his formant frequencies. In falsetto singing, the vocal folds have 

virtually no closed phase, which implies that the flat part of the waveform cannot be 

aimed for when inverse filtering. Also, since the tenor’s pitch is rather high, the partials 

are quite far apart, and therefore the spectrum provides very little information. The effect 

of these problems was that no formants could be determined when the tenor sang in 

falsetto, and since he did so in most of the recorded material, very little of his data could 

be analyzed (in fact, only the vowel ‘to’). 
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Figure 2: Screen shot of ‘Decap’ before inverse filtering. 

 
Figure 3: Screen shot of ‘Decap’ after inverse filtering. The chosen formants are the green circles in the 
spectrum. 
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Nasality 

It appeared that the singers, especially the baritone, often sang in a quite nasal manner. 

The nasality creates zeroes in the vocal tract transfer function, and in Decap there is no 

possibility to compensate for those zeros. The effect on the waveform is then that the 

closed phase becomes buckled or bent. A trick that sometimes could be used to 

compensate for the nasality was to widen the bandwidth of the first (or sometimes the 

second) formant, but this trick did not work all times, since the placing of the formant 

frequencies varied between different vowels. In the cases when nasality could not be 

compensated for, the accuracy of determining the formant frequencies became slightly 

reduced. The effect of the nasality may have been increased by having the microphones 

placed on the singers’ noses. 

 

Singers’ leakage of sound into each other’s microphones 

In the recordings, several measures were taken to avoid leakage of sound between the 

singers’ microphones (crosstalk). The recordings were made in a damped studio, the 

singers were standing as far apart from each other as possible, and directional 

microphones were used. Still, leakage was not completely avoided, but the damping from 

one singer to another was at worst about 25 dB, and usually between 30 and 40 dB. The 

individual tracks of the recordings were affected to different extents by the leakage, due 

to the singers’ placement in the room and to how loudly they were singing in relation to 

each other. 

 

Leakage in all of the examined material, except the tag 

The lead sang, as expected, somewhat louder than the others for the most part. His 

recordings were therefore rarely disturbed by leakage. In the only vowel, for which the 

tenor’s formants could be determined, there was no disturbing leakage. 

 

The bass and the baritone sang at a similar dynamical level in the examined material. It 

was however only the baritone that was affected by leakage to an extent that mattered for 

the determination of the formants. The reason for that was probably that he was standing 

on the same short side of the room as the lead, and since the lead was the loudest singer, 
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he caused the most leakage. In the vowels ‘divine’ and ‘be’, the baritone’s waveform was 

so misshaped that the formant frequencies had to be determined mainly from the 

spectrogram. This compromised the accuracy of the formant frequency measurements. 

 

Leakage in the tag and band pass filtering 

In the tag, all singers sang very loudly, especially the lead, and this made the leakage 

between the singers rather large. However, since all of the energy in a sung tone lies in 

the fundamental frequency and its overtones, all sound that lies in between these 

frequency bands can be filtered away without affecting the relevant sound signal. 

Therefore, the sound signals of the lead, the baritone and the bass were filtered with 

several band stop filters that reduced the energy in between their partials. The filtering 

was done up to the fifth partial (around 2025 Hz) on the lead’s sound signal, the seventh 

(around 2135 Hz) on the baritone’s, and the eighth (around 1624 Hz) on the bass’s; the 

waveform is not appreciably affected by frequencies higher than that. The filters used 

were Butterworth-filters, designed in MATLAB with orders ranging from four to nine. 

The sound signals were first filtered forward and then backward through the filter to 

avoid phase shift. Further, the filters were generally designed so that no relevant 

information was attenuated by more than 0.2 dB, with few exceptions. For example, at 

the lead’s fundamental frequency (around 405 Hz), the signal was decreased by up to 1.2 

dB at some points in time during the tag, and at the baritone’s fourth (around 1220 Hz) 

and fifth (around 1525 Hz) partials, the signal was decreased by up to 0.8 dB. 

 

The overall result of the filtering was good. After the band stop filtering, both the lead’s 

and the baritone’s filtered signals sounded cleaner and looked better after inverse filtering 

In figures 4 and 5, spectra of the baritone’s signal, before and after the filtering, is 

depicted. The bass’s signal, however, still appeared to be somewhat contaminated, even 

though less than before the filtering. After the filtering, most cases of remaining sound 

leakage occurred because the singer’s own partials were too close to leakage partials to 

allow a successful band stop filtering. 
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Figure 4: Spectrum of the baritone’s signal in the tag, before filtering.  

 
Figure 5: Spectrum of the baritone’s signal in the tag, after filtering. 

 

Microphone effects on low frequencies 

For low frequencies (lower than about 190 Hz), directional microphones cause a phase 

shift that changes the waveform. In practice this results in that the closed phase of the 

vocal folds appears tilted, instead of horizontal. This is not a serious problem since the 

closed phase is still represented by a straight line. Further, low frequencies imply longer 

closed phase and more narrowly spaced partials in the spectrogram, and these factors 

facilitate the determination of the formants. 
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Despite the extenuating circumstances, the phase shift complicates the determination of 

the formants. However, there is a tool in Decap that compensates for low frequency phase 

shift, caused by directional microphones. The problem with using that tool is that it is 

likely to disfigure the shape of the waveform more than it restores it if its parameters are 

not correct, and it is not obvious which parameters to use. Therefore, the microphone 

compensation tool was only used occasionally to test formant estimates. 

 

Fundamental frequency 

To be able to see the tuning of the formants in relation to the partials, the fundamental 

frequency of all singers was determined for some of the examined material (divine, be, 

love). Since the formants in the tag (love) were determined every 100 ms, so was also the 

fundamental frequency. Even though the tenor’s formant frequencies could not be 

determined at all in the tag and even though the formant frequencies of bass and the 

baritone were measured only for about half the time of the lead, the fundamental 

frequency was determined for all singers throughout the whole tag. 

 

The determination of the fundamental frequency was done with a tool called ‘Line 

Spectra’ in the program ‘Soundswell’. In ‘Line Spectra’, a frequency spectra over a 

beforehand determined time period is displayed. To determine the fundamental 

frequency, the frequency of a partial was determined and divided by its number. 

 

Accuracy 

The accuracy in the determination of the formants was tested by having a second person 

(Johan Sundberg) inverse filtering nine of the samples that had already been inverse 

filtered by the author. Some of these formants were affected by nasality, and some by 

leakage. Figures 6 and 7 show a comparison of the tested formant frequencies, with the 

author’s formants on the ordinate, and J. Sundberg’s on the abscissa. In table 1, the 

median, the range, and the standard deviation of the differences (in percent) between the 

frequencies of the tested formants are declared. 
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Figure 6: Comparison of the tested first and second formants 

 
Figure 7: Comparison of the tested third and fourth formants 

     3:rd formant 
     4:th formant 
 

     1:st formant 
     2:nd formant 
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 Smallest 
difference  

Median 
difference  

Largest 
difference  

Standard 
deviation  

1:st formant 0.3499 % 1.4070 % 5.7425 % 1.7303 % 
2:nd formant 0.0254 % 1.6795 % 7.4173 % 2.3601 % 
3:rd formant  0.0424 % 1.0591 % 4.0173 % 1.4905 % 
4:th formant  0.2281 % 3.6190 % 9.0052 % 3.3755 % 

Table 1: Statistics on the errors in the tested formants 
 
When inverse filtering, it was in most cases fairly obvious how many formants there were 

within a frequency band, but sometimes nasality or leaking sound from the other singers 

made this hard to determine. The formants of order six and higher (approximately above 

4000 Hz) were usually more or less guesses. Therefore, only the first four formants were 

analyzed in this study. 

 

Pilot study 

Before the actual study was started, a pilot study was made with a good Swedish 

barbershop quartet. The recording used in the pilot study was made in the same studio as 

the one used for the recording of the material in the actual study (the recordings will from 

now on be referred to as the pilot recording and the main recording). In the pilot 

recording, the singers stood in two different positions while singing. The one that turned 

out to be the best (i.e. the one with the least leakage of sound from the singers into each 

other’s microphones) was the rectangular position that was used in the main recording. In 

the other position, the singers were standing in a semicircle (which is the normal way of 

standing during a performance), where the singers’ positions from left to right were: 

baritone, bass, lead, and tenor. The semicircle was extended maximally, so that the tenor 

and the baritone were standing right by the walls on the short sides of the studio. 

 

The sung material in the pilot recording was an intro to ‘When it comes to loving the 

girls’ and the final verse, including the tag, of ‘Goodbye My Cony Island Baby’. The 

excerpt was also sung in a slow tempo, for the case that it would be hard to find the 

formants of short tones. After inverse filtering of some tones, it was clear that short, sung 

tones were not a problem, and that it seemed more important that the material was sung 

in an as realistic way as possible. 
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Results 

Formant progression in the tag 

The result of the determinations of the formant frequencies and the fundamental 

frequencies and their partials is depicted in figure 8. The lead is holding one tone 

throughout the tag, whereas the other singers are singing some different chords before 

reaching the final fermata, which starts after 5.6 seconds. The final chord is a major triad 

with the approximate mean F0 values: 202.7 Hz, 303.3 Hz, 403.8 Hz, and 508.4 Hz, 

which are close the tones Ab3, Eb4, Ab4, and C5 (about 40 cent below the real tone for 

the tenor, and about 50 cent below from the real tones for the rest). It is worth noting 

from the above F0 values that the singers were exceptionally well tuned. 

 

From looking at figure 8, two major conclusions can be drawn. The first is that the 

singers separated their formants from each other. The second is that they often tuned their 

formants close to their partials, and that those partials always were common with at least 

one additional singer. 

 

The lead’s formants and their relation to the overtone partials 

In general, the lead’s formants behave differently before and after the other singers’ final 

tone. Formants 2 to 4 tend to adjust to the chords that are sung. 

 

The first formant is extremely stable throughout the whole tone with values around 850 

Hz. It is placed right above his own second partial1, which is therefore made very strong. 

The lead’s frequency spectrum in part of the tag is depicted in figure 9. 

 

The second formant is very unstable. The first four seconds, it assumes values around 

1430 Hz, and then rises to around 1700 Hz after 4.8 seconds where it stays for about 0.8 

seconds until the final chord is reached where the formant revolves around 1530 Hz. The 

formant is never very close to the lead’s own partials except the 0.8 seconds in the middle 

of the tone, when it is right above the fourth partial. In the final chord it appears to aim 

for the baritone’s and the tenor’s common partials at about 1520 Hz. 

                                                 
1 A formant is not likely to be found right on or right below an own partial, [9]. 
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Figure 9: The lead’s frequency spectra in the end of the tag. The second partial is particularly strong. 
 

The third formant is fairly stable and takes on values around 2300 Hz. It does not seem to 

aim for any partials at all, except for during two seconds in the beginning of the tag, 

when it appears to follow partials of the bass (0.8 - 2.9 s) and the baritone (0.9 - 1.7 s). In 

the rest of the tag, it rather seems to stay away from partials of any singer. 

 

The fourth formant is not very stable and starts out around 2950 Hz (0.6 - 1.9 s), then 

revolves around 2760 Hz, until the very end when it jumps up to the region just below 

3000 Hz (10.0 - 10.9 s). It seems to adjust its value depending on the chord, and in most 

of the final chord (5.8 - 9.9 s), it is right above a baritone partial. It is also rather close 

(about 60 Hz below) to the lead’s own seventh partial. 

  

The baritone’s formants and their relation to the overtone partials 

The baritone’s first formant is very stable, situated about 30 to 40 Hz above his second 

partial. It starts at around 635 Hz and then rises approximately 10 Hz in the second half 

of the tag. 

 

The second formant is also considerably stable, and starts (5.6 - 7.1 s) right on or slightly 

under the fourth partial, which is at about 1215 Hz. It then rises to stay about 20 Hz 
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above the partial for the rest of the tone (7.5 - 11.0 s). The baritone’s fourth partial is 

common with the lead’s third, and the bass’s sixth partials.  

  

The baritone’s third formant is not as stable as his first two, but still more stable than the 

other singers’ third formants. It is located just above 1900 Hz, which is not particularly 

close to any partial at all. 

 

The baritone’s fourth formant is fairly stable. It is lingering around his eighth partial, 

which is at about 2430 Hz, and coincide with the lead’s sixth and the bass’s twelfth 

partials. 

 

The bass’s formants and their relation to the overtone partial 

The bass’s first formant is not particularly stable. It is more or less right in between his 

third and fourth partials at an average frequency just below 700 Hz. 

 

The second formant is more stable than the first. It is beneath, but very close to the 

baritone’s second formant in the beginning of the final tone (5.6 - 6.4 s), which means 

that it is also close his sixth partial at roughly 1215 Hz. It then drops about 30 Hz to 

locate about 60 Hz below the partial the rest of the tag. 

 

The third formant is, apart from a few jerks in the beginning reasonably stable. It is on or 

right below his tenth partial, which is shared with the lead’s fifth partial. 

 

The fourth formant is the most stable of all the singer’s fourth formants, and its variations 

in percent are very small. It is on or right above his fourteenth partial, which is shared 

with the lead’s seventh partial. 

 

Observations concerning formants in ‘to’, ‘be’, and ‘divine’ 

The joint recordings 

The formants of the vowels ‘to’, ‘be’, and ‘divine’ from the joint recordings is depicted in 

figure 10 and 11. 
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Figure 10: The third and fourth formants from the joint recordings of ‘to’, ‘be’, and ‘divine’ 

 
Figure 11: The first and second formants from the joint recordings of ‘to’, ‘be’, and ‘divine’ 

 

Voice:   Vowel:  
Te: black  To:    + 
Le: green  Be:    ○ 
Br: red   Divine 1:   • 
Bs: blue   Divine 2:   

 

Voice:   Vowel:  
Te: black  To:    + 
Le: green  Be:    ○ 
Br: red   Divine 1:   • 
Bs: blue   Divine 2:   
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To 

In the vowel ‘to’ (figures: 12, and 13), all the singers’ formants are clearly separated from 

each other in all attempts, except once when the lead’s and the tenor’s fourth formants 

coincide and once when the baritone’s and the tenor’s third are close to each other. All 

formants of the lead, the baritone and the bass are rather consistent from attempt to 

attempt. For the tenor, however, all formants except the first are differ a lot between the 

attempts, and are therefore hard to draw any conclusions from. 

 

Be 

In the vowel ‘be’, all formants are clearly separated from each other in all attempts but 

one (figures: 14 and 15), where the fourth formant is the same for the lead and the 

baritone. The consistency of the formants from attempt to attempt is rather large for the 

baritone and the bass. The lead, however makes his second, third and fourth formants 

differently in one of the attempts (that is also when his and the baritones fourth formants 

coincide). 

 

Divine 

In ‘divine’ (figures: 16 and 17), the formants were somewhat more spread at the second 

analyzed point in time than at the first. At the first point in time, the bass’s and the lead’s 

first formants were close to, or on the same place as each other in two of the three 

attempts. Further, the bass’s third formant was once close to the lead’s, and once to the 

baritone’s third formant. At the second point in time, all three singers’ second formants 

were, in one of the attempts, rather close to each other, and at another attempt the 

baritone’s and the lead’s second formants were close. The rest of the formants were 

distinctly separated. The consistency of the placing of the formant frequencies in ‘divine’ 

was not too large for the lead and the baritone for several of the formants. The bass, 

however, was relatively consistent for all formants. 
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Figure 12: The third and fourth formants from the joint recordings of the vowels ‘to’ 

 
Figure 13: The first and second formants from the joint recordings of the vowels ‘to’ 

Voice:     Attempt: 
Te: black   1: ○ 
Le: green  2: □ 
Br: red   3: ◊ 
Bs: blue     

Voice:     Attempt: 
Te: black   1: ○ 
Le: green  2: □ 
Br: red   3: ◊ 
Bs: blue     
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Figure 14: The third and fourth formants from the joint recordings of the vowels ‘be’ 

 
Figure 15: The first and second formants from the joint recordings of the vowels ‘be’ 

Voice:       Attempt: 
Le: green    1: ○ 
Br: red       2: □ 
Bs: blue       3: ◊ 

Voice:       Attempt: 
Le: green    1: ○ 
Br: red       2: □ 
Bs: blue       3: ◊ 
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Figure 16: The third and fourth formants from the joint recordings of the vowels ‘divine’ 

 
Figure 17: The first and second formants from the joint recordings of the vowels ‘divine’

Voice:     Attempt:   Time point: 
Le: green  1: ○       1:  • 
Br: red     2: □       2:  
Bs: blue     3: ◊ 

Voice:     Attempt:   Time point: 
Le: green  1: ○       1:  • 
Br: red     2: □       2:  
Bs: blue     3: ◊ 
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Formant frequency differences between joint, and individual singing 

In figures 18 – 25, the jointly sung, the individually sung, and the spoken formants in 

‘to’, ‘be’, and ‘divine’ are depicted. For all formants, there is an obvious difference 

between the joint and the individual singing in most vowels. There seem to be a tendency 

for the first and the second formants that the individual recordings are more spread from 

singer to singer than the joint. The same differences in spread for the third and the fourth 

formants vary from vowel to vowel, and from singer to singer – sometimes the spread is 

larger in the individual recording, and sometimes in the joint recording. For some of the 

measurements, the differences in formant frequencies were quite large. 

 

Formant frequency differences between singing and speech 

The first and the second time point in ‘divine’ are plotted separately, in figures 22 – 25. 

The speech formants are, however, only measured once, and are therefore the same in 

both plots. When the first formant is low, it is generally lower for the spoken, than for the 

sung formants. For all the spoken formants, there were apparent individual differences 

between all subjects. However, for the first two formants, the differences were 

significantly smaller in the spoken than in the sung vowels. 
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Figure 18: The spoken, the jointly sung, and the individually sung third and fourth formants in ‘to’ 

 
Figure 19: The spoken, the jointly sung, and the individually sung first and second formants in ‘to’

Voice:   Recording: 
Te: black  Joint:    
Le: green  Individual:  
Br: red   Speech:  
Bs: blue 

Voice:   Recording: 
Te: black  Joint:    
Le: green  Individual:  
Br: red   Speech:  
Bs: blue 
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Figure 20: The spoken, the jointly sung, and the individually sung third and fourth formants in ‘be’ 

 
Figure 21: The spoken, the jointly sung, and the individually sung first and second formants in ‘be’ 

Voice:   Recording: 
Le: green  Joint:    
Br: red   Individual:  
Bs: blue   Speech:  

Voice:   Recording: 
Le: green  Joint:    
Br: red   Individual:  
Bs: blue   Speech:  
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Figure 22: The spoken, the jointly sung, and the individually sung 3rd and 4th formants in 1st ‘divine’ 

 
Figure 23: The spoken, the jointly sung, and the individually sung 1st and 2nd formants in 1st ‘divine’ 

 

 

Voice:   Recording: 
Le: green  Joint:    
Br: red   Individual:  
Bs: blue   Speech:  

Voice:   Recording: 
Le: green  Joint:    
Br: red   Individual:  
Bs: blue   Speech:  
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Figure 24: The spoken, the jointly sung, and the individually sung 3rd and 4th formants in 2nd ‘divine’ 

 
Figure 25: The spoken, the jointly sung, and the individually sung 1st and 2nd formants in 2nd ‘divine’ 

 

Voice:   Recording: 
Le: green  Joint:    
Br: red   Individual:  
Bs: blue   Speech:  

Voice:   Recording: 
Le: green  Joint:    
Br: red   Individual:  
Bs: blue   Speech:  
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Further observations 
Nasality 

The singers tended to sing in a quite nasal manner from time to time. It was done by all 

singers and no specific vowels were observed to be especially nasal. 

 

Final fundamental frequency 

In table 2, the fundamental frequency of the ending tone in the tag is stated for every 

singer’s individual recordings, and for the lead in the common recordings. In the last 

three columns, the sung frequency is scaled down to the corresponding key frequency. 

Since the singers are well tuned to each other, the scaled frequency should be about the 

same for all singers when singing together. The scaled fundamental frequency in the 

common and the lead’s recordings averages 202.5 Hz. The baritone’s average is slightly 

lower and the bass’s slightly higher, whereas all the tenor’s scaled frequencies are 

significantly higher than the other’s. The mean scaled frequency of all recordings except 

the tenor’s is 202.6 Hz and the standard deviation is 0.68 Hz. According to the score, the 

key note in the last cord of the song is Ab3, which corresponds to a frequency of 207.7 

Hz. 

 Attempt 1 Attempt 2 Attempt 3 Attempt 1,  
scaled to key 

Attempt 2,  
scaled to key 

Attempt 3,  
scaled to key 

Lead, all 
singing 

406 404 405 203 202 202.5 

Lead, 
individual  

406 404 405 203 202 202.5 

Baritone, 
individual  

304 304 302 202.6 202.6 201.3 

Bass, 
individual  

203 204 203 203 204 203 

Tenor, 
individual  

517 522 517 206.8 208.8 206.8 

Table 2: Fundamental frequency and the fundamental frequency scaled down to the frequency of key tone 
in the final chord of the tag (all frequencies are in Hertz). 
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Discussion 

Formant separation 

The results from the analysis of the tag and the vowels ‘be’, ‘to’, and ‘divine’, strongly 

indicate that the singers in the examined barbershop quartet strived to separate their 

formants. Another detail that supports that hypothesis is that in the tag, the singers started 

off tuning some of their formants very close to each other, but then separated them. This 

can be interpreted in the following way: when the singers get time to tune their formants 

to each other, they chose to spread them apart. In two of these cases (the third formant of 

the baritone and the bass, and the fourth formant of the lead and the bass), the singers 

separated their formants immediately, but for the baritone’s and the bass’s second 

formants it took almost a second. This fact may explain why some of the formants in the 

other examined vowels were not separated. It is also obvious that it is not the (by nature) 

individual differences in formant frequencies between the singers that creates the spread, 

since the spoken formants generally were much closer to each other than the sung ones. 

Here it is relevant to compare to choirs, where it is usually the opposite way – all singers 

strive to form their vowels in the same way. 

 

If the singers strived to separate their formants, one may ask why the first and second 

formants in the individual recordings tended to be more separated than the ones in the 

joint recordings. That fact would rather suggest that the singers bring the formants closer 

together when given the opportunity to tune in to each other. My belief, however, is that 

the wide separation of the formants in the individual recordings is an effect of the 

instructions the singers were given before the recordings. The singers were told to 

perform their part as they would sing it in the ensemble. Then, when singing alone they 

exaggerated their way of singing (which would probably not be optimal for the ensemble 

sound), instead of focusing on making the total sound as good as possible. 

 

A conclusion that can be drawn from the tuning of the individually recorded formants is 

that the singers must have learned how to tune their formants in order to keep them 

separated from each other. This is of course expected, since a barbershop quartet put 

enormous amounts of effort into finding out how to achieve an optimal sound. 
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As an opposite of the learning, the separation of the formants also seems to be 

spontaneous. One example of that is the earlier mentioned effect in the tag, when the 

singers’ formants start at the same frequency, and then move apart as the chord is 

established. Another is the experience that two singers’ formants sometimes switched 

places with each other between two attempts (e.g., that occurred with the lead’s and the 

bass’s second formants in ‘be’). 

 

Having concluded that the singers separate their formants from each other, an inevitable 

question then is: why do they separate them? One answer could be that, since the 

intonation in barbershop singing is of extreme importance, it is likely that the singers 

spread their formants in order to hear themselves better, which facilitates intonation. 

Another reason for the spread may be an effort by the singers to make the sound appear 

greater and more expanded. This may be a reason why barbershop quartets, although only 

consisting of four people, are able to generate such a rich and mellow sound. 

 

A final question, that cannot be answered based on the material of this study, is how the 

singers decide what frequencies that are to be covered by which singer’s formants. One 

guess is that it is largely given by the voice – in two meanings of that word. The first 

(which may be obvious), is that each singers’ personal voice timbre ought to affect the 

decision of where to put the formants. Say, for example, that one singer usually makes his 

second formant in /I/ somewhat low, compared to the others, when singing. It is then 

likely that he exaggerates that behavior, when singing in the quartet, in order to spread 

the formant apart from the others. The second guess is that each voice part would imply a 

particular way of tuning the formants. I.e., for example, that the basses would tune their 

formants in one way, whereas baritones would do it another way. A method to examine 

this could be to compare the formant tuning of some different barbershop quartets.  

 

Formants on singer’s own partials 

In the tag, the progression of a total of twelve formants was measured. Of these, six were 

tuned so that they were on, or very close to a partial of the current singer, and another two 
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were fairly close. One of those two fairly close formants was the bass’s second, which 

started off right on the partial, but then lowered, supposedly to avoid the baritone’s 

second formant. Further, the bass might have aimed the tuning of his first formant for the 

partial located at about 600 Hz. However, since that frequency was already taken by the 

baritone, he tuned up the formant about 40 Hz. Hence, it is likely to assume that the 

singers in the examined quartet tuned their formants close to their own partials in order to 

enhance the ‘lock-and-ring’ effect. 

 

Suppose the previous speculations are correct, thus the singers are striving to spread their 

formants from each other and that they aim to put their formants on, or close to partials. 

Then, the two following hypotheses that can be made: 

• Spreading of the formants is likely to be of higher priority than tuning the 

formants on partials. 

• The combination of the two phenomena may be a technique to maximally expand 

the sound, according to the following discussion: If two voices are sung equally 

strong, the loudness of their common partials is only increased by 3 dB. If the 

singers instead support different partials with their formants, the total effect, 

produced by the quartet, is then used more efficiently in order to make the 

perceived sound as massive as possible. Further, the measures made on the tag 

also showed that the formants were only tuned to common partials. The reason for 

that may have been a strive by the singers to enhance the feeling of the sung 

chord. Furthermore, strong common partials would also facilitate intonation. 

  

Formants on other singers’ partials 

In the tag, the lead’s second, third, and fourth partials, at times seemed to ‘pursue’ 

partials of the other singers’ that were not common with his own. This may have seemed 

like a pointless aim, since he would not have been able to enhance those particular 

partials. However, an explanation to that aim could be the phenomenon that a human 

being tends to shape her voice organ to produce the perceived sound. Children, learning 

to speak, use this technique, but song therapists also utilize it. 
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The use of singer’s formant 

In the examination of formants in the tag, the lead’s fourth formant makes an increase of 

a few hundred Hertz during last second. One explanation to that behavior may be that he, 

prior to the increase, was pushing it down to achieve some kind of singer’s formant, and 

that he was no longer able to keep that singer’s formant, after holding his tone in 

fortissimo for almost eleven seconds. Listening closely to the sound file, that is also what 

appears to be happening. None of the singers uses a traditional singer formant at any 

time, but the fact that both the lead and the baritone have their fourth formants rather 

close to the third suggest that they use a mild kind of a singer’s formant in the tag. 

 

Intonation 

It was not in the scope of this study to examine the fundamental frequency. However, the 

fact that the tag in all recordings (except the tenor’s individual) ended at a frequency that 

was around 40 cent below the final tone in the score, brings up an interesting question: 

Do barbershop singers intonate according to the room acoustics? It is impossible to 

answer with just the results of this study, but it would be an excellent future topic to 

examine. 

 

Usage of the study’s results 

Since the first two formants determine the vowel, quartets may be able to use the results 

of this study by adjusting their vowel quality (i.e. the difference between e.g. /a/, /A/, /I/, 

etc.). By making each singer’s vowel quality slightly different, separation of the first two 

formants may be achieved. 

 

Future studies 

As mentioned earlier, studies with more than one barbershop quartet would be a good 

way to follow up and test the results of this study. Further, the progression of formants in 

other tags, with different chords, in different keys would be other ways to do that. Yet 

another way could be to synthesize sung barbershop chords, and then determine the best 

tuning of the formant frequencies. It would also be very time saving if the determination 

of the formants could be automatically, since manual inverse filtering is very tedious. 
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Finally, the indications that the barbershop singers might intonate with respect to the 

room acoustics would definitely be worth a study. 
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Conclusions 

The results of the study strongly indicate that the singers in the examined barbershop 

quartet strived to separate their first four formants. The sung formants were usually 

significantly wider spread than the spoken, which is the opposite of how for example 

choir singers tune their formants in relation to each other. Since the intonation in 

barbershop singing is of extreme importance, it is likely that the singers spread their 

formants in order to hear themselves better, which facilitates the intonation. Another 

reason for the spread may be an effort by the singers to make the sound appear greater 

and more expanded. 

 

In the extended fermata that concluded the examined tag, half of the measured formant 

frequencies were on, or very close to, a partial of the current singer. Among the other half 

of the formants, some were fairly close to a partial, and for some there appeared to be a 

particular reason why they could not be close to a partial. In all these cases, the partial 

was common with at least one partial of an additional singer. Hence, it is likely that 

barbershop singers tune their formants close to common partials where they also have a 

partial of their own, in order to enhance the ‘lock-and-ring’ effect. Further, it is likely to 

assume that the spreading of the formants is of higher priority than the tuning the 

formants on partials. 
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